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Most of this blog is a diary to how much I loved living in this wonderful city. It was an adventure. Three
weeks ago, my husband and I moved out to the Japanese countryside. I lived in Tokyo for almost three years,
most of it with my husband Ryosuke. Tokyo should have been everything we ever wanted â€” a big city with
awesome, driven people. Unique boutiques, interesting start-ups, diversity, convenience, safety, and plenty of
other people just like me. Which in itself is a bit odd. In Texas, we always lived in smaller cities â€” only an
hour or so away from Austin. Then we moved go Ghana. Ghana, of course, has large cities, but nothing like
Tokyo. I did college in a small town outside of Philadelphia. Tokyo was my first time. I have so many fond
memories of living in Tokyoâ€¦ but also quite a few not-so-fond memories. These are the things I hated about
living in Tokyo. Trains may stop at midnight, but Tokyo never sleeps. There is always stuff going on. People
tell me that with love. But oh man, Tokyo puts me to shame. My husband was working 14 hour work days â€”
and he was still one of the first people to leave the office every single day. As I rode the train out of main part
of Tokyo back home at But we lived off a major roadâ€¦ which just made the air worse. Twice a month I
would clean our outside windows, tinted grey with exhaust fumes. I started noticing a real change when I went
jogging. When we were out in the countryside, I could easily run k in the afternoon, as a break. But in Tokyo,
after about 3k, I was wheezing and coughing. I have very sensitive lungs â€” I always have. The everyday
noises never stop One of the other downsides of living next to a major road which really, was our mistake was
the constant noise. Motorcycles with no mufflers and cars designed to make more noise someone please tell
me why this is cool? Ambulances drove by, lights flashing, at least once an hour. Downtown was even worse.
Everything about Tokyo was expensive. The food especially fresh vegetables. Can you sense a theme here?
Like, all over Tokyo. Because trains in the mornings and evenings look like this: A couple months ago, I had
to meet someone downtown at like 8: This is what that looks like, in case you are wondering on either side of
the crowd are two trains, with people trying to shove themselves on. Now imagine dealing with these kinds of
crowds everywhere you go. Breathing in the same air everyone is breathing out â€” filled with stale breath,
sweat, and body odor. Death and suicide About a month and a half ago, I saw someone die. My work table
was next to our giant window you know, the one overlooking a major road. I heard a crash and looked outside.
A motorcycle smashed into a car turning into our building someone who lived just upstairs, actually. The
motorcyclist was thrown about ten meters. There was a lot of blood. His legs were bent funny. His body was
directly under my window, no more than ten meters, and his face was pointed at my window. The driver got
out of the car and started crying. Ryosuke got off of work two hours later. If circumstances were different, that
could have been him. Then they scrubbed the blood off the road. By the time Ryosuke got home, two hours
later, any evidence that an accident would happen was completely gone â€” save the for car parked three
spaces next to ours, with a giant dent in the back. Two weeks later, we saw a bicyclist run a red light and
smash into a delivery bike that jumped the green light like a motorcycle with a box on the back â€” delivering
pizza. Both people hit the road. Ryosuke and I helped the delivery man pick up his bike. As far as we could
tell, he was ok. Stillâ€¦ it was scary. As soon as I hung up the phone, a wave of guilt washed over me. Things
are cramped together and tiny! My first apartment had this other house nearby. Every time I passed it, I
marveled the fact that someone could actually live in there. Or, like, fit in there. I like having elbow room.
Living in Tokyo is a lot like that. We like hiking, long distance biking, farming, and skipping stones on bodies
of water. We live and thrive in the daylight. Honestly, we both learned so much about ourselves by living in
the largest city in Japan â€” it was a thrilling and wonderful experience. Or, in this case, move out. Neither of
us wants to leave Japan â€” we really do enjoy living here. I loved living in Tokyo. But I also kind of hated it.
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After all, Japan is seen as a great place to set up home for many people over the world. Particularly in an era of
less stability in many parts of the world, both economically and culturally, perhaps Japan is a pretty sensible
choice. Crime is famously low here, and you are likely to feel safe in any part of Japan. There are plenty of
jobs knocking around, particularly for teaching and in technology industries. The law is generally progressive,
and you have the basic freedoms and rights you would enjoy in the west. However, the process of trying to
stay here permanently can be a confusing one. This article will try to give you an easily understood and clear
overview of the steps you should take to become a Japanese national. There are two important things to
consider and be aware of before even beginning to start a naturalization application process. The first is to find
out if you are eligible. It will waste your time and money. The second factor to consider and one which is
quite important is to decide whether you want to become a citizen or just hold permanent residency in Japan.
On the other hand, becoming a citizen means you can vote, hold public office, have public jobs such as as a
judge or prosecutor, travel abroad for a long time without needing a re-entry permit, and not risk deportation if
you commit a crime. It really depends on what matters to you most as an individual. If you really are
committed to staying in Japan for the rest of your life, going for naturalization may be the option for you.
Otherwise, have a real think about it! It is a truly life-changing decision. You will need to have worked legally
in Japan for at least 5 years when you start making the application. Please also note that if some of this time
includes being on a student visa and studying here, that will not be accepted as part of the five years. You
must be over 20 years of age at the time of application and also be deemed an adult in your home country
according to their legal definition of being an adult. Definitely, check this one! You should not have broken
any laws or avoided paying any dues such a taxes or insurance fees during your time so far in Japan. Be
warned that even minor offenses such as traffic violations could seriously hinder the naturalization process.
You should be deemed as mentally stable and as not posing any sort of threat to national security or lifestyle.
Basically, your behavior and general record will be judged, to ascertain whether you can be a law-abiding
citizen in Japan. You must be willing to renounce your former nationality and citizenship. You should be able
to prove you can look after yourself. This means you need a stable and reasonable source of income and are
able to support yourself and any family you have here. This includes showing you could contribute to
Japanese life in some way, such as through your work or through voluntary or charity work. Finally, you
should possess decent Japanese language skills, particularly in oral communication. You should really have a
decent grasp of basic written Japanese kanji and kana, but speaking is the most important aspect. Important
Things to Note jp. The naturalization application should be made to the Bureau of Legal Affairs first for
assessment. The assessment takes 10 months to one year or more, depending on each case. After the
successful assessment, a Personal Identification Card is issued and your new nationality needs to be reported
at your local municipality office. Once your Japanese nationality is approved, a Family Register is given to
you and the residence card should be returned to the Immigration Bureau. Then, you will become a Japanese
national. If you marry a Japanese national, the amount of time eligible for the application is reduced to 3 years.
This means that if you are deemed to be an HSP, you can apply for citizenship after a shorter time of living
here. You cannot become a citizen of Japan by just merely being born there. If you are born to a Japanese
father and a foreign woman, you will get nationality automatically if your father accepts you as a child, even if
the marriage ends in divorce. These are just some of the things you need to know about becoming a Japanese
citizen. I hope you keep them in mind when applying for naturalization. For the most up-to-date information,
you can visit your nearest immigration office in Japan or the websites below. The best of luck with your
decision and application!
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The truth is, each country has its own good and bad points. Here are the 12 things I love about living in Japan:
Availability of vending machines Japan has the largest number of vending machines per capita, somewhere
around one machine for every 23 people. The majority of these vending machines sell drinks hot drinks in the
winter; cold drinks in the summer and sit in well-trafficked areas. We are able to survive easily enough just
relying on busses and trains. The bus stop near our apartment can take us all around the ward and trains come
every seven minutes. Drinking in public is legal In some countries, it is illegal to consume alcohol in public
streets, trains, parks, etc. Japan is not one of those countries. You still need to be careful. However, I have
never been approached or harassed by a stranger while walking home at night â€” which happened regularly
when I lived in Texas and Philadelphia. The complete convenience of convenience stores Convenience stores
really are convenient in Japan. You can pay your bills, withdraw money, buy a freshly prepared lunch, and
pick up emergency beauty supplies in less than five minutes. In large cities, convenience stores are on
basically every corner and in the countryside, convenience stores are placed strategically. Recycling is actually
practiced Recycling can be a hassle, of course, but it is nice to live in a country where people actually recycle
rather than just tossing everything in the trash. Heated toilet seats Heated toilet seats are a beautiful, magical
thing that should be adopted in more countries. They run hot water under the lid so it is less painful going to
the bathroom during the freezing winter months. My husband and I both prefer the countryside. There are little
pockets of nature parks, temples, trees, etc hidden between buildings. The key is knowing where to look. You
can get by ish without speaking the language Of course, I recommend learning Japanese. However, if you are
just going to be placed in Osaka for six months, you can get by using only English. Sanitation and general
cleanliness Most of the large cities in Japan are surprisingly clean. Rather than throwing trash on the ground,
most people take it home and recycle it. Delicious and healthy food Sushi, ramen, okonomiyaki, nabe, mochi,
udon â€” I could entertain you for hours with stories of my favorite foods in Japan. Food makes a big
difference. What are your favorite things about living in Japan?
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When I ended up moving to Japan again at 22, I quickly fell in love all over. But the best part? There my
school would put me up in a cozy mountain lodge and give me some extra money for the inconvenience.
Because, you know, spending a few days a month at a monkey-inhabited mountain paradise was SUPER
inconvenient. It was a shame, because Tanegashima deserved to be loved. People seemed to be constantly
watching me or I was constantly paranoid and it became normal for me to meet someone for the first time and
have them tell me that they had recently seen me in the supermarket. When it came time to renew my contract
in February I decided to stay, partly because the job paid well and the cost of living in Japan or at least on
Tanegashima was quite low, but mostly because I felt like I needed more time to find my feet in Japan. And
then the tsunami hit. Tanegashima was far south enough that we had several hours warning, and in the end the
wave had lost its force by the time it arrived. Except it was a huge deal. This was when I finally felt the full
brunt of being an outsider in Japan. No one wanted to talk about the tsunami with me, and whenever I brought
it up they would once again ask me to tell everyone in America that I was fine and the nuclear problems were
not as big of a deal as Western media was making them out to be. I have vague memories of some of our
neighbors stumbling out of their homes covered in blood and my father going to help dig out bodies, but most
of my memories of the earthquake were actually really pleasant. But this time I could. Staring at the water that
had just taken so many lives, it took me a full month before I was able to get through the minute drive without
pulling over in tears. Thinking about the tsunami somehow made me feel even more alone on the tiny island,
and instead of feeling closer to the other people there I felt shut out. My second year in Japan was better. I
could communicate more easily in Japanese and made some real friends, particularly a new English teacher
who was my age and also a dancer. But I also have friends who taught in Japan and absolutely loved it! I also
tried too hard to fit in and act Japanese, which always left me frustrated when I failed. I wish I had done the
latter. It made for a lot of awkward situations, and continued confirmations that everyone thought I was
basically a different species. Is anyone still reading this? Probably only my mother thanks, Mamma, hope you
have fun in Boston this weekend! On the bright side, my two years in Japan gave me the means to travel for
the past two and a half years.
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You might feel like an outsider more often than not. Life as a foreigner in Japan can be hard sometimes. This
is hard enough to deal with for most of us. Some manage better than others, but it is â€” and always will be
â€” a problem foreigners in Japan have to face! How do foreigners born in Japan feel? Thus, foreigners born
in Japan are not Japanese citizens. As a consequence they cannot vote, for example. This might sound weird to
most of us. If both of your parents are foreign, you are not a citizen of Japan, even if you were born there. It is
possible to obtain Japanese citizenship as a foreigner. Even you and me can get it! This is a bit complicated
and it would go too far to explain the details. There are a few disadvantages if you want to become a Japanese
citizen, though. One of the biggest is that you have to abandon your other citizenship. Probably the most
well-known person to the English-speaking blogger world is Debito Arudou. They surely looked different and
it was the first time I realized that they might have just as many problems as most of us foreigners here in
Japan. Apparently she had no Japanese blood running through her veins, yet she was born and raised in Japan.
Her parents both American moved to Japan before she was born. She speaks English and Japanese fluently.
Yet I think Japan still has a lot to work on! Sometimes when Japanese people have the typical small talk with
me I like to experiment a bit: Do you know it? Oh, are you maybe a half? I mean where were you born? Are
your parents French? Your Japanese is really good. When did you come to Japan? A lot of Japanese seem to
be unable to imagine that a foreign person was born and raised in Japan. A foreigner will never be Japanese in
their eyes. Judging by your looks? Maybe you can see how complicated life can be as a foreigner in Japan â€”
and all the more for foreigners born in Japan. But how about all the others? Japan needs to change Japan is an
island. It has been isolated for a very long time. What do you think? Does Japan need to change? Are you a
foreigner born in Japan or do you know anybody like that? How do you feel about it?
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But what about the flip side of the coin? Tourists and exchange students usually have plenty of tales to tell
about these folks, and they truly are the salt of the earth. In fact, long-time foreigners are wary of spending too
much time standing still and spacing out in public in case a Helpful Hito mistakes them for a traveller in need
and asks them if they need directions it can get embarrassing if you were just contemplating what to have for
dinner, or killing time until a friend arrives. The Gaijin Hunter I think we all knew this one was coming at
some point. The phenomenon of the Gaijin Hunter is one that almost every foreigner who has lived in Japan
will be familiar with. In fact, quite a lot of people who have spent an extended period of time here will attest to
having met, and possibly having even been ensnared by, at least one Gaijin Hunter. On the arm of or with your
arm around a GH, you become nothing more than gaijin arm candy to be shown off in public. Then, one night
at a work night out, they open their mouth and a torrent of grammatically perfect, flawlessly pronounced
English gushes forth. Your work buddy, who has patiently sat through months of your garbled attempts to not
totally butcher the Japanese language, is actually fluent in English and once spent a few years living overseas!
These International Ninjas conceal their worldly knowledge often for a variety of reasons, which might
include not wanting to stand out or wanting to avoid looking like a show-off. Some English teachers who
work as ALTs in Japanese schools notice this phenomenon when they have kikokushijo returnee students in
their classes. Despite having lived abroad with their parents and subsequently learning to speak fluent English,
these kids tend to hide their abilities or goof off in English lessons to avoid standing out in front of their
classmates which is kind of a shame, when you think about it. Whatever their motivation, the International
Ninja will usually reveal themselves at some point, although it might take a bucket of beer or the forging of a
close friendship to get them to drop their ninja disguise and talk American TV shows with you. The Wannabe
Westerner We love it when Japanese people are interested in foreign countries and cultures, especially if they
happen to be interested in our specific country and culture. They frequent gaijin bars and sometimes morph
into Gaijin Hunters , and frequently talk about how Japanese society is rigid and unyielding. The English
Vampire is a person who cold-approaches foreigners they spot out and about for impromptu English practice.
Their intentions are benign enough â€” they simply want an opportunity to test out their English, and you are
the lucky foreigner selected for the task. Unfortunately, English Vampires can be a little blind to the fact that
not every foreigner walking around is dying to stop and chat in English. The Gaijin Reminder Perhaps this one
is just an inevitable result of being a very visible minority in a very homogeneous nation. The people who
immediately hand you a knife and fork and whip away your chopsticks in a restaurant. Some of this,
admittedly, is perfectly innocent and goes back to the Helpful Hito, who would rather accommodate you in
your foreign language than subject you to the struggle of trying to speak Japanese. The problem is that this
mindset ignores the fact that many foreigners can, in fact, speak Japanese and understand the intricacies of
Japanese society. By-and-large, the reverse is often true especially for tourists passing through , but treating
everyone as a clueless tourist does a disservice to those who have actually studied hard and attempted to
integrate into society. Perhaps we should try to appreciate the sentiment behind this over-accommodating
behaviour rather than taking it as a personal affront and source of irritation. Read more stories from
RocketNews
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The long answer is more rambling and incoherent. Well, for starters, Japanese is one of the hardest languages
for Americans to learn , requiring 2, hours of study if you want to be considered truly proficient. This is partly
because of the difficulties of learning a new language as an adult, and partly because English and Japanese
have about as much in common with each other as Halloween and Halloween III. That being said, once you
actually got the whole language thing down, you might expect to finally be able to integrate yourself into
Japanese society and thrive, right? My name is Vanillaface McCheeseburger! No matter what you do to try
and fit in, you will always stick out like a sore thumb in a room full of people who have had their thumbs
removed by rototillers. Continue Reading Below Advertisement For instance, one of the biggest hot button
issues in Japan concerns people of Korean ancestry who live in the country. In most cases, these are people
who were born in Japan, have Japanese names and speak almost exclusively Japanese, but because of their
Korean lineage, they are still legally considered foreigners and as such face several restrictions such as the
inability to vote or hold management positions in the public sector, a law that the Supreme Court actually
upheld in The government literally decided that all Koreans are dastardly shitheads who are not to be trusted
and mandated it to the entire country. Japan is the patron saint of the Internet -- everything is either batshit
crazy or adorable or both , with the sole requirement of being impossible to explain in any conceivable
context. Continue Reading Below Advertisement As in, they are professional pornographic videos dressed up
to look like a game show, because Does porn need a reason? Amazingly, this has never aired on network
television. Well, they do exist, but they were outlawed nearly 20 years ago. You can still find one from time to
time, but they are illegal as fuck and usually hidden in sex stores or fetish clubs, and not in a bus station next
to the Mr. There is shockingly little anime on television, and most of it is unapologetically meant for children.
The only adults who really get into it referred to as otaku are usually perceived by the media as overweight,
unwashed weirdos who are probably child molesters. Because if you step off the plane armed with nothing but
what the Internet teaches you about this country, chances are you will be arrested before you make it out of the
airport. Nightmarish villains with superhuman enhancements. An all-seeing social network that tracks your
every move. A young woman from the trailer park and her very smelly cat.
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Do you want to live in Japan permanently, and enjoy the safety, security, and stability that comes with being a citizen
here? You wouldn't be the first to want to or try to achieve this. After all, Japan is seen as a great place to set up home
for many people over the world. Particularly in an era.
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Travel 27 Reasons We Should All Be Moving To Japan. Japan just may be the quirkiest country around. The "Zooey
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